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‘Sanctuary Nile Adventurer’
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‘Sanctuary Ananda’
Custom built for cruising the Irrawaddy 
River by local shipbuilders using age-old 
knowledge and traditional materials, 
‘Sanctuary Ananda’ transports you into 
a world of luxury and comfort with the 
modern amenities of a fi ne hotel.  

SHIP DETAILS AT A GLANCE
 › 21 spacious cabins and suites, each with its 
own private balcony

 › One 807-square-foot Aloungpayah 
Owner’s Suite

 › Panoramic lounge with fl oor-to-ceiling 
windows for easy viewing

 › Air conditioning and TV in all cabins 
and suites

ELEGANT, AMPLE CABINS
‘Sanctuary Ananda’ offers the most 
elegant accommodations on the Irrawaddy 
River. � e decor of every cabin and suite 
is a contemporary fusion of traditional 
Burmese handicrafts, local fabrics, teak 
wood and lacquerware.

Each ample cabin or suite (290 to 334 
square feet) is named for a historic 
Irrawaddy � otilla ship and adorned with a 
vintage photograph of its namesake vessel. 
� e comfortable beds feature luxurious 
Malaika Egyptian cotton sheets. You may 
also upgrade to the ship’s one, lavishly 
out� tted, 807-square-foot Aloungpayah 
Owner’s Suite. 

SUPERB FOOD & WINES
� e cuisine on ‘Sanctuary Ananda’ is 
superb and includes authentic Burmese 
and international dishes prepared by 
onboard chefs, paired with wines from 
the vessel’s cellar. 

YOUR EVERY NEED ATTENDED
The needs of the mind and spirit are 
attended to as well, with complimentary 
early morning meditation and evening 
lectures on local customs, culture and 
history. With a nearly 1:1 sta� -to-guest 
ratio, ‘Sanctuary Ananda’ delivers 
superior service on board and on shore 
throughout your voyage.

Cruising the Irrawaddy River in comfort aboard ‘Sanctuary Ananda’

 Presidential Suite (456 sq. ft.)

 Deluxe Cabin (229 sq. ft.)

 Standard Cabin  (177 sq. ft.)

SUN DECK
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BRIDGE DECK
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NILE DECK

SANCTUARY ‘NILE ADVENTURER’ DECK PLAN

The open-air sun deck, relaxing by day or night A spacious, elegant cabin

NOTE: The following cabins are fi xed king beds and cannot be converted into twin beds: 406, 401, 309, 305, 210, 204, 203, 110,106


